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RAPID Outcome Mapping 
Approach



Outcome mapping

• Stakeholders – whose behaviour do you want to change

• What type of behavioural changes (progress markers) 

– Expect to see 

– Like to see 

– Love to see

• Monitor and adjust



Progress markers

• A graduated set of statements describing a 

progression of changed behaviours in an actor

• Describe changes in actions, activities and 

relationships leading to the ideal outcome

@rapid_odi



Tracking impact: Outcome Mapping

 What was the impact?

 How were you / the tool able to demonstrate the impact?

 What are the limitations of the tool?

Let’s use: Climate and Development Knowledge Network 

(CDKN)



Climate & Development 
Knowledge Network



Who they are 





 What was the impact?  That they improved the capacity of climate 

negotiators from the world’s poorest countries, to ensure better  UNFCCC 

negotiations.

 How were you able to demonstrate the impact? They mapped 

behavioural changes (progress markers), and were able to show an 

increase in percentage of these being achieved over time.

 How did this tool help to demonstrate the impact? It showed behaviours 

changing, to what the programme (and donors) would expect to see, like 

to see and love to see.

 What are the limitations of the tool? Indicators are self determined. You 

aren’t always sure of the theory of change, or why it is working, you have 

to make assumptions. Its largely untested.



“Changes in the ability of the poorest and most climate vulnerable 

countries to leverage and channel climate change-related resources 

strategically”

Outcome Four: Negotiations Support



CDKN HQ
(London)

Suppliers 
(eg Climate research 

trainers)

Service receivers 
(eg negotiators)

Setting progress markers:

12 different countries

Progress 
markers



• Expect to see – The poorest or most climate vulnerable countries sit on 

the formal mechanism that allocates resources. 

Each project

• Like to see – Groups/countries/constituencies from the poorest and most 

climate vulnerable countries are informed about the various funds that are 

available and accessible to them. 

• Love to see – The poorest or most climate vulnerable countries actually 

access needed resources from climate change channels. 

@rapid_odi
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Logframe Outcome 

Indicator 4.1

Baseline Milestone 1 

(2013)

Milestone 2 

(2014)

Milestone 3 

(2015)

Target 

(2016)

% of outcomes 

realised, as expressed 

in outcome map 

Expect: 0 

Like: 0

Love: 0

Expect: 20%

Like: 10%

Love: 0

Expect: 50%

Like: 30%

Love: 0

Expect: 60%

Like: 40%

Love: 10%

Expect: 70%

Like: 50%

Love: 20%

Source

Structured observation at COPs by CDKN staff; structured 

observation by (or survey from) UK delegation; service recipient 

reports; supplier reports; stories of change; project impact 

reviews; blogs; spot evaluations; independent mid-term review 

and final evaluation



 What was the impact?  That they improved the capacity of climate 

negotiators from the world’s poorest countries, to ensure better  UNFCCC 

negotiations. (love to see indicators met)

 How were you able to demonstrate the impact? They mapped behavioural 

changes (progress markers), and were able to show an increase in 

percentage of these being achieved over time. (through monitoring 

behavioural changes that you identified ahead of time)

 How did this tool help to demonstrate the impact? It showed behaviours 

changing, to what the programme (and donors) would expect to see, like to 

see and love to see. (through the aggregation table, over set milestones)

 What are the limitations of the tool? Indicators are self determined. You 

aren’t always sure of the theory of change, or why it is working, you have to 

make assumptions. Its largely untested.



Outcome mapping – why is it useful for tracking impact?

• Makes it manageable – step by step

• Allows you to course-correct.

• Complementary approach: with other tools.

• Inclusive M&E, whole team.



http://cdkn.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/CDKN_Working_Paper-
ME-_Final_WEB.pdf



Thank you.




